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What is the Meaning of Life?

biological life

existence

duration

runtime

(examples from linguee.com)
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Found in Translation
Natural Language Understanding with cross-lingual grounding
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Data-Driven Machine Translation
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never “bench” 
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LIMR: language-independent
meaning representation?

inference,
reasoning

paraphrase
detection

linguistic
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Language Technology in Helsinki

Language Technology for low-
resource languages

http://blogs.helsinki.fi/language-technology/

FSTs
Omorfi
FinPos

The Peace
Machine

Mika Hämäläinen, PhD 
student

• Language technology for low-
resource languages


• sanat.csc.fi online dictionary 
for Uralic languages


• Automatically combining 
dictionaries for different 
Uralic languages


• Automatically finding 
neologisms in old English 
letters

http://opus.nlpl.eu

http://blogs.helsinki.fi/language-technology/
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Implementation of an “Attention Bridge”

Architecture proposed by Cífka and Bojar (2018).

shared among all 
language pairs

language-specific
parameters

Our implementation in OpenNMT-py (MTM2018)

Rotate languages 
in scheduled 

training!

Benchmark with MT 
on unseen language 

pairs

Benchmark with 
semantic probing 

tasks



learning and interpreting
semantic sentence representations

multilingual machine translation

human-like
language understanding

abstract continuous 
meaning spaces of language

Found in Translation
Natural Language Understanding with cross-lingual grounding

Goals:
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